1951 styleline

Get Financing. This is a mostly original car however, it has been repainted to a gorgeous two
tone green color scheme with Fathom Green over Mist Green. Pair the freshly sprayed exterior
with a gray deluxe interior that aims to please and you end up with a car that seems to grab
attention anywhere it goes. Powered by The number's matching ci Inline 6 and three speed on
the column, it runs and drives great with no sign of slowing down. This vehicle has been
restored to factory specs, all of the seals are in great shape or new. This mostly original vehicle
is an excellent driver and it is still sporting a 6 volt system. This Styleline has been meticulously
maintained and garage kept throughout it's life, records and receipts are also available upon
request. Please give our friend Emily a call at Classifieds Classic Cars Chevrolet Styleline.
Mileage Engine Doors Transmission Manual. Make Chevrolet. Model Styleline Styleline Title
Status Full Name. Email Address. I agree to receive emails from OldRide. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Send Message. Buyer Resources View All. LightStream
Finance your car. Financing options. Grundy Insurance Insure your Collector vehicle! Quote
Now! Thrifty Auto Shipping Need to ship it? Get Shipping Estimates. SpareFoot Need to store
it? Rusty Classic Cars. Rusty Classic Trucks. Memory Lane. This Chevrolet Styline Deluxe is a
very attractive car with a claimed 71, original miles on its odometer. It presents well and has
only accumulated 1, miles on its freshly rebuilt motor. It will need very little to push the car to
the next level, but even as it currently stands, there is no doubt that it would attract plenty of
admiring glances wherever it goes. The time has come for this classic, which is located in
Bordentown, New Jersey, to head off to a new home. The good news? The reserve is now met,
so the new home would seem to be just around the corner. I have to take the opportunity to say
thank you to Barn Finder Ikey H for referring the Styleline through to us. This Styleline looks to
have led quite a sheltered life. It was originally purchased from a dealership in Moorestown,
New Jersey. It is now years-old, and it has spent its entire life within Burlington County, New
Jersey. It would appear that the current owner purchased the Chevy around years-ago, and it
has remained garaged ever since. He does say that he believes that this was the case with the
car through its entire life, and this would help to explain why it has managed to remain
completely rust-free. It is a car with a slight air of mystery about it. The Dusk Gray Poly paint
looks absolutely stunning, with no signs of any obvious significant flaws. Therein lies the
mystery. The owner refers to the Styleline as being all original, and in my mind, that would tend
to signify that it has never received a repaint. It has an impressive shine and depth of color to it,
and if the car has been stored in ideal conditions, then the claim would certainly be conceivable.
The trim and chrome also have a wonderful shine, and apart from some minor damage to the
trim just forward of the rear wheel arch on the passenger side, it does appear to be free of
significant problems. Opening the doors of the Chevrolet exposes another little mystery for us
to consider. Inquiring minds want to know exactly what lies beneath the aftermarket slip-covers
that have been fitted to the seats. Are they there to protect the original upholstery, or are they
hiding something that is less than pretty? If the upholstery is in good condition, then it does
seem a real shame to hide the seats under covers that I would struggle to call attractive. With
the rest of the car presenting so well, this is just wrong. The other item that is showing its age is
the wheel. The wheel also raises another question in my mind. Is it just me, or does there seem
to be more wear present than you would expect on a car with a genuine 71, miles showing on its
odometer? Just a thought. Otherwise, the rest of the trim looks to be in very nice condition and
would seem to want for nothing. Under the hood, we find the 92hp version of the The engine
selection for the Styleline is one of those quirky areas in the history of General Motors. There
were two different engines available in the Styleline, but they were specific to the transmission
that you chose. Those buyers who chose a manual received the same motor as is fitted to this
car. Buyers who ticked the box beside the 2-speed Powerglide option received a ci engine,
producing hp. Give me the smaller engine and the manual transmission any day. The engine
does look remarkably crisp and clean. This is easy to understand because it has only
accumulated 1, miles since it underwent a full rebuild. Mind you, that rebuild was performed
years-ago! The owner claims that the Chevy is very reliable, which all sounds very reassuring
for the next owner. As an added bonus, the owner is including a reasonable collection of parts
with the car. The listing for this Styleline Deluxe describes the vehicle as a good car for a
first-time collector looking to enter the classic car scene. The majority of the work required
would seem to revolve around the finer details of the interior trim and finish. Get that right, and
the next owner should be left with a car that will stand out in a crowdâ€¦and will do it for all of
the right reasons. I think it was his 1st new car. Howard, you are not aloneâ€¦almost. It was the
third car I remember riding in. My parents always had very practical cars and Dad did a lot of
work on them when it was necessary. I would love to have this. But, alas, my wallet just keeps
me in this chair. Just sit tight. This one is out of your price range. I live in Maryland. My first car
in high school. Two door sedan with 6 cylinder and Powerglide trans. Paid 75 dollars for it.

Drove it everywhere. Even had factory installed fender skirts! A Pep Boys seat cover hid the
torn original fabric quite nicely. Later, it went off to the scrapyard after my sister ran it for a
while without oilâ€¦. I feel a little nostalgic about Chevys of this vintage, but not enough to own
one again. It had the same quirk with the shift linkage. Open the hood and jiggle it around so
you could get out of low gear! Those were the days! I have a 51 Styleline in my garage and the
steering wheel wear looks exactly the same except that mine shows cracks from being a
southwest car and a lot less garaging. My odometer shows 91, which I believe to be actual
mileage. Damn nice looking car! Chevy got a lot of mileage out of its basic family transportation.
When I was a kid they were still oozing out of every corner. Well, maybe the well-to-do bought
an Olds or a Buick, or crossed the fence and bought a Chrysler. But the mainstay out west was
a Chevy, or a Ford, or a Plymouth. These cars were parked on half of the driveways in town well
into the 60sâ€¦. Beautiful looking car. I saw one like this not far from where I live. It had recently
been restored. It was a little out of my price range. Drivers DMV test, 52 Styline 4 door. Two tone
blue. Those of you traveling, I got a major surprise. In my truck n trailer, Camaro inside. All
states I went thru were no issues with the govt control of the population, only entering Florida
from Calif, I was asked if we were in New Jersey, New York, etc, in the last month that we would
be quarantined. What have I missed? Leavin Destin for Tallahassee now. Unload in Phoenix.
Oddly, the earlier story about the Nash said it was a Nash quirk that assigned a specific engine
to a specific transmission in the same car. Not to mention that it is and pretty nice looking
shape and reasonably close to me. Also has nice rust-free quarter cards, and all the body card
gaps look even, obviously never any accident damage. These are great old cars â€” easy to
both work on and find parts for. Growing up, our only family car from to was a Fleetline aero
2-door sedan. Something to take to cruise-ins and maybe the occasional car show. I found one
on ebay not-too-far from where we lived â€” and at a decent price. The seller told me that it had
no rust. Yeah, right! When I got to his house, the car was parked in a nice garage with a
concrete floor. A creeper and a trouble-light were next to it. The s have hydraulic lifters â€” one
less thing to have to adjust! This car is truely stunning for an original paint car!! I would just
about kill to see the seats under that seat cover just to make sure there as nice as the rest of the
car!! Totally amazing that this car has spent its whole life with out a hint of rust in New Jersey
aka the ice coast!! Just drive the tires off it!!! A curious choice of commuter car for the State
Superintendent of Curricula to drive to work. So to start hand strip the brushed on grey paint
â€” â€” â€” apparently that was to brighten up the faded paint â€” hand sanding and blocking
the dings on the body. I;ll bet this one has had a good quality repaint- checking around rubber
moldings etc. Check around the windshield rubber etc. Next â€” rebuild the engine â€” Babbitt
bearings took specialized machining etc. Split the manifold and installed dual exhaust straight
pipes â€” â€” -that lasted a week until the police shut me down and I installed new Smitty Blue
Bottles that I soaked with oil â€” still mega loud. It was a great looking custom of the day â€”
â€” until I blew up the engine racing on the highway to Regina on a quiet Sunday morning, Sold
it in one day and bought my Pontiac Laurentian 2 dr HT Sport Coupe I did like that 51 Chevy and
it was in a couple of car shows but the headliner paint job was a determinant to being in the
trophy run. Lots of trophy s dust collectors would come a few years later. I one of my bucket list
cars. The Chevy design to me is as iconic as the tri-fives and as such, open to so many hot rod
variations. To me keeping them stock with a second set of wheels to swap out from time to time
is the way to go. These originals are few and far between. Someone is going to get one nice car.
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Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior
and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished

in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets
are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
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